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Hydrodynamic Regimes near Fermionic Condensates
(Joint work with Benjamin Anwasia, NYUAD)

A Fermionic condensate is a superfluid state of matter formed by fermions at very low temperatures. In the Boltzmann–
Fermi–Dirac equation, which governs the evolution of a Fermi gas, this superfluid phase is identified by an equilibrium state 
in which all particles occupy their lowest possible energy state, while obeying the Pauli exclusion principle. Our goal is to 
explore hydrodynamic regimes of the Boltzmann–Fermi–Dirac equation near a Fermionic condensate. In particular, we will 
discuss how the control of the relative entropy near absolute zero leads to singular velocity distributions which are 
concentrated on a sphere. The geometry of collisions in this quantized state will require special care and some new tools. 
We will also show how the analysis of the relative entropy near Fermionic condensates allows us to establish some 
hydrodynamic regimes of the Boltzmann–Fermi–Dirac equation, while opening doors to fresh new research perspectives.
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The Boltzmann Equation









The Boltzmann–Fermi–Dirac Equation





()fdv + Vx .)fvdv = 0,

(f) fodo + Yn ./fvxvdo = 0,

and Hf(Mrp)+1(f)(e)and = H(fM MEP).
Remark : -The control of the relative entropy implies that
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(dt ; Le (da ; (Se+1i) dr)).
- Lions showed (1994) howto extend Dolbeault's result to more

general cross-sections (with quadraticgrowthinvelocity). Butwe loss

uniqueness and conservation laws in this setting.



Classical Hydrodynamic Regimes





Taking the formal limitin conservations laws

shows that(P
,
u
,
0) solves the acousticwavessystem.

theorem : (Weak Acoustic Limit theorem)

(Bardos
, Golse , Levermore, Jiang , Masmondi, 1991-2010)

Suppose that k2and f> is a renormalized solution , for each 270,
suchthat
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solves the acourtic waves system.

Remarks : - The restriction b 2 is recessary to control the
conservation defects. Related to the lack of control of large
velocities. The range k>2 remains an important openproblem.
- A similar theorem is expected to hold for the acoustic
limit of the Boltzmann-Fermi-Dirac equation near
a global Fermi-Dirac distribution : fr=MFD+EUMapH-UMFD)gr
(See Zakwoskiy , PhD thesis , for formal derivations.)
- In particular , we donot observe quantum effectsin these

hydrodynamic regimes &



Hydrodynamic Regimes near Absolute Zero Temperature


